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Who was Italo Calvino? 
(1923-1985)

Italian journalist, short-story
writer, and novelist whose

whimsical and imaginative fables
made him one of the most

important Italian fiction writers
in the 20th century.



The school is surrounded by a big garden, in which
students can train during P.E. lessons.

There are also two big gyms and an auditorium.



3 Types of  school  

Scientific
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high school
of human

science

economic
technical
institute
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Scientific high school

high school of human
science

 Mathematics. - Physics. -
Science (Chemistry, Biology,

Genetics)
Main subjects: 

 
- Human science

 (pedagogy, psychology and socio-
anthropology)
- Philosophy  

Main subjects: 



economic technical institute

The first two years of this institute is equal for everyone, but when there is the
changing from the 2nd year to the 3rd year, students must choose a division

Administreation, Finace and
marketing (AFM)

International relationship for
marketing (RIM)

Business information
svstem (SIA)

Main subiects
- Law and economy
- Political economy

- Business

Main subiects
- Law and international

relationships
- Business and geo-

policial economy
- Language (English,

French)

Main subiects
- Informatics (managing)

- Business
- Law and politocal economy
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Theatre English

the school offers lessons to improve
English

At the end of the lessons, there is a
test to assess the level of
understanding of the English
language.

 Activities

All the students can take part in this project. The
main goal of this project is to help to acquire and
improve expression ability and to gain a better
self awareness.

The project ends
with a play where
all the students,
parents and
teachers are
welcome.



Psychologist
there is a psychologist

willing to listen to all the
students



The Wellbeing and risks in adolescence
is the area that promotes
prevention projects that can
support students and teachers in
digital education, respect, empathy,
conflict management as a moment
of growth, non-violence, especially
through emotional intelligence. 
One of the most important projects
he deals with is Erasmus.


